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Abstract -- We study twin slot antenna coupled NbN hot electron bolometer mixers with an improved
contact structure and a small volume, ranging from 1 sm x 0.1 pm to 2 x 0.3 sm. We obtain a DSB

receiver noise temperature of 900 K at 1.6 THz and 940 K at 1.9 THz. To explore the practical usability of
such small HEB mixers we evaluate the LO power requirement, the sensitivity and the stability. We find
that the LO power requirement of the smallest mixers is reduced to about 240 nW at the Si lens of the
mixer. This value is larger than expected from the isothermal technique and the known losses in the lens by
a factor of 3-3.5. The stability of these receivers is characterized using a measurement of the Allan
Variance. We find an Allan time of 0.5 sec. in an 80 MHz bandwidth. A small increase in stability can be
reached by using a higher bias at the expense of a significant amount of sensitivity. The stability is
sufficient for spectroscopic applications in a 1 MHz bandwidth at a 1 Hz chopping frequency.

1: Introduction
The development of new space based [1] and airborne [2,3] telescopes will create new opportunities for
sub mm astronomy, as ground based observatories suffer from limited atmospheric transmission in this
spectral range. In the past years the main focus in the Thz frequency range has been on Lattice Cooled Hot
Electron Bolometer mixers (HEBm) [4,5]. These devices have benefited strongly from large advancements
in NbN thin film technology and nowadays yield double sideband receiver noise temperatures of around 10
hf/k at Thz frequencies. However, other parts of the device structure, especially the contact interface
between the NbN bolometer and the contact structure, have been ignored in the device optimization
process until very recently [6-9]. In this study we have demonstrated that the contact structure plays a
crucial role in the mixer performance. We illustrate this using Fig. 1. In the left panel we show the cross
sectional drawing of a conventional NbN based hot electron bolometer mixer. In the fabrication process of
these mixers the NbN film is generally exposed to ambient atmosphere for a prolonged period prior to the
deposition of the contact pads and the antenna structures [10-12]. No cleaning process whatsoever is
performed. Hence there is a contact resistance between the NbN film and the contact pad. We have found
Conventional Fabrication process
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Fig. 1: Cross sectional drawing of 2 HEB mixers with different contact structures. In the left panel we show a
conventional HEB mixer. In the right panel we show the novel contact structure. In this case. The NbN film is
cleaned using an in-situ Argon etch prior to the deposition of the contact pad.
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that a novel contact structure, as indicated in the right panel of Fig.1, results in a negligible contact
resistance, a doubling in sensitivity and in bandwidth compared to conventional devices fabricated on the
same wafer during the same process run [13]. The only difference with a conventional NbN HEBm is that
the NbN film surface is cleaned in-situ prior to the contact pad deposition, which consists of 10 nm NbTiN
and 40 nm Au. The NbTiN is added to prevent the critical temperature of the contact pad to be reduced due
to the stronger superconducting proximity effect. The latter is a result of an increased transparency between
the NbN and the contact pad, caused by the Argon etch. For details we refer to Refs. [6-9]. We obtain, for
large volume (4 x 0.4 i_tm) HEB mixer with a spiral antenna TN,DsB=950 K at 2.5 Thz and TN,DsB =750 K at
1.89 Thz, uncorrected for optics losses, together with a gain bandwidth of 6 Ghz at the optimal operating
point.
Despite the good performance of these devices, the present design is not optimized for use in a real receiver
system for the following reasons:
1: The antenna used is a log spiral antenna. Spiral antennas have a large bandwidth and a circular
polarization. This is useful for a laboratory setup, but less suitable for actual applications in a telescope.
2: The large device volume implies that a rather high Local Oscillator power is needed to be able to pump
the mixer that becomes a difficult issue if a solid state LO source is used
To overcome these problems we have designed and fabricated small volume (0.1x1 gm and larger)
HEBm's coupled to twin slot antenna mixer using a model described in Ref. [14]. The center frequency of
the twin slot design is 1.6 Thz or 1.8 Thz. In contrast to spiral antennas, twin slot antennas are polarization
sensitive and have an acceptable beam pattern. The small device volume reduces the LO power needs. To
evaluate the performance of these HEB mixers we study three essential practical issues of these receivers:
a: The receiver noise temperature, evaluated using the standard Y factor method [15].
b: The Local Oscillator power requirement. This is evaluated using the so called isothermal method
as well as a measurement of the real pumping level using a calibrated LO source
c: The stability of the mixers, evaluated by means of a measurement of the Allan Variance,
2: Mixer Fabrication
We start with a 3.5 nm NbN film, obtained from MSPU, Moscow, on a high purity Si wafer. The critical
temperature of the film is 9.3-9.7 K. As a first step we define the contact pads using a standard PMMA
double layer positive e-beam resist e-beam lithography and a wet development. Subsequently, we use an
in-situ 15 sec Argon etch, prior to the sputter deposition of the contact pad, consisting of 10 nm NbTiN and
40 nm Au. In the next step we deposit the antenna and ground plane structure using thermal evaporation of
5 nm Ti, 150 nm Au and 10 nm Ti. The bottom layer of Ti is used as an adhesion layer, the cap layer of Ti
is used as a protection of the gold during the following step, which consists of the reactive ion etching of
the NbN using CF 4 / 02 to define the HEB bridge width. A Scanning Electron Micrograph of a finished
device is given in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2: Scanning Electron Micrograph of a NbN hot electron bolometer coupled with a twin slot antenna. The
device shown has a planar dimension of 0.3 x 211m.
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3. Sensitivity
The sensitivity of the twin slot coupled hot electron bolometers is evaluated by means of the standard Y
factor measurement technique [15]. We use a quasi-optical setup in which the HEBm chip is glued to the
back of an elliptical Si lens. We use a 295 K hot load and a 77 K liquid nitrogen cold load as signal
sources. The distance from the hot/cold load to the vacuum window is 30 cm. For the optimum bias point
we also use a direct hot/cold load consisting of 295 K and 77 K Eccosorb® at 15 cm from the cryostat
window. The optics in the signal path consist of the 3.5 pm mylar beam splitter, a 0.9 mm HDPE vacuum
window, one Zytex G 104 heat filter and the Si lens. We have been using both a coated and an uncoated Si
lens in the measurements. The total loss in the optics between the Hot/Cold load and the HEB mixer is -4.2
dB for a direct hot/cold load close to the cryostat window using an uncoated Si lens [16]. The IF signal
from the HEB mixer passes through a Bias T (which is also used for the DC biasing) to a 1-2 GHz
circulator and a 1-2 Ghz Berkshire LNA with 2 K noise temperature. Further amplification is done at room
temperature using a Mitec® 0.1-12 Ghz amplifier. The signal is detected in an 80 MHz bandwidth around
1.35 Ghz using a HP power meter. The double sideband receiver noise temperature, TN ,DsB is calculated
from the measured Y factor using the Callan and Welton equations [15]. The LO used is a FIR laser
pumped by a CO 2 laser. We use the 1.63 and 1.89 Thz CH 2F2 laser lines to evaluate the HEB mixers
designed for 1.6 Thz and 1.8 Thz respectively.
Two typical results of such measurements are shown in Fig. 3. In the left panel we show a mid-size HEB
(0.3 x 2 pm) mixer with a 1.8 Thz antenna, evaluated at 1.89 THz. The lines corresponds to the unpumped
and optimally pumped IV curves, the dots give the uncorrected values of TN ,DsB at the optimally pumped
curve. Using a coated lens and a direct Hot/Cold load 15 cm from the cryostat we obtain TN,DSB:=900 K.
The LO power is evaluated using the isothermal technique (see Section 4). The right panel shows the result
for a small (0.15 x 1 pm) mixer using an uncoated Si lens. This results in a receiver noise temperature of
N,DSB = 1100 K at 1.6 THz. This corresponds to 950 K if we would have used an anti-reflection coated
lens [16]. Note that in the smallest devices we also observe a direct detection effect, which is found to
reduce the heterodyne sensitivity. This effect is at least of the same order as the small remaining volume
dependence of the noise temperature.
These results show that we have successfully transferred the new contact structure technology from large
spiral antenna coupled devices to much smaller twin slot antenna coupled HEBm's. A great advantage of
this technology, despite the noise performance, is the good reproducibility of mixer performance. This is
T
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Fig. 3: Noise performance of 2 HEB mixers with twin slot antenna's. To the left we give the result of a 2 x 03
an HEB, identical to the one shown in Fig. 3 with an antenna design optimized for 1.8 Thz The lines give the
pumped and unpumped IV curve, the dots TN, DsB evaluated at 1.89 THz using an uncoated lens and a manual
Hot/Cold load 15 cm from the cryostat window. The right panel shows TN,DSB and the pumped/unpumped IV
curves for a 0.15 x 1 pm HEB with a 1.6 Thz twin slot antenna design, evaluated at 1.63 THz. The dots give
TN, DsB obtained using a mirror hot/cold load 30 cm from the cryostat window. The star gives TN,DsB using a
manual hot-cold load at 13 cm from the window.. The inset shows the direct response, obtained using a Fourier
Spectroscopy measurement. The diamonds are the points at which the Allan Variance is measured ( Section 4).
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illustrated in Table I where we give the results of similar measurements on a set of devices from 4 different
batches, all fabricated in different fabrication runs. It is obvious that the receiver noise temperatures differ
only by about 15% between all devices. Given the fact that the mixer volume, and with that the LO power
requirements, differ largely between different mixers this is surprising. Past results [10,11,12,181 always
have shown a rather strong dependence of the receiver noise temperature on mixer volume that is hardly
present in our data A possible explanation is the new contact pad structure used for these devices. The
noise dependence on the HEB volume has been attributed in the past to the presence of a contact resistance
[12], which is absent in our devices [6-9].
Table I: TN,DsB for several twin slot coupled HEB mixers with different volumes. The device ID is
indicated as batch device showing that results from 4 batches (M5,M6,418,A19) are given. The receiver
noise temperature is evaluated at 1.63 Thz fore the 1.6 Thz antenna and 1.89 Thz for the 1.8 Thz antenna.
The real LO power given in the leftmost columns differs strongly from a measurement of the LO power
need using the isothermal technique.

Twin Slot Planer
LO power at mixer
Measurement
TN,DSB with
(isothermal/ technique)
Dimension Frequency
center
coated
frequency
[Thz]
Dim x pm]
lens [K]
[nW]
[THz]
M6-11K
1.8
1.89
lx0.15
940*
30
M6 2K
lx0.15
30, -240nW at mixer lens $#
1.6
1.62
960*
1.6
M6-3K
1.62
900*
lx0.15
45
M9-C3
1.6
lx0.2
1.62
880*
75
M8-H1
1.8
lx0.15
1000*
1.89
65
M5-4B
1.8
2 x 0.3
1.89
900
125, 700nW at mixer lens#
1.5x0.25
M6-3D
1.6
1.62
860*
170
M6-5A
2x0.3
1.62
1.6
800*
330
# See section 4. This value is measured using a calibrated LO source.
$ obtained for a slightly overpumped IV that yields 45 nW according to the isothermal technique.
* Obtained from a measurement using an uncoated lens.
Device ID

4: LO power requirement
The Local Oscillator power requirement is a crucial issue for the practical use of a Thz receiver. For real
(space based) applications the output power of solid state LO sources in the THz frequency range is limited
to the order of a few 11W. Optics losses and antenna coupling limitations reduce the LO power available for
the mixer itself to less than 1 [1.W. In the past the LO power needed to pump a HEB mixer has always been
evaluated using the isothermal technique. Referring to Fig. 3 and table I we see that, according to the
isothermal technique, all the devices need less than 330 nW of LO power. This is a sufficiently low value
for virtual all applications. However, for a real application it is essential to verify whether the isothermal
technique is correct.
To address this issue, we have tried to pump two different HEB mixers using a JPL solid state LO source
operating at 1.524 Thz. Schematically the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 4. As a source we use a
phase locked Gunn oscillator as input for a x16 JPL multiplier. This ensures low phase noise in the
multiplied output signal.. According to JPL measurements, the LO output power at 1.524 THz is - 7 1,1W.
In the first experiment we use a 0.4 x 4 m HEB mixer coupled with a spiral antenna. The device is glued
to the back of an uncoated Si mixer lens. The absorbed LO power for the optimal pumping level is 750
nW, determined by the isotheral method. Surprisingly, with 7 1.tW of output power from the LO, the
strongest pumping of the device we can reach is this optimal pumping level. Partly, this difference might
be attributed to optics losses. Between the LO and the surface of the mixer lens there is 2 dB loss, due to
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Teflon the lens, [-1 dB], window [-0.7 dB] and heat filter [-0.3 dB]. Hence at the mixer lens (denoted by
"1" in Fig. 4) we have 4.4 1.iW of power available. The power available at the input of the antenna in the
HEB mixer is about 2.3 dB less than the power available at the front of the Si lens, due to lens reflection,
lens absorption and antenna coupling efficiency. Hence at the mixer we estimate to have 2.5 1.iW of LO
power available. The isothermal technique, which is an estimate of the LO power absorbed in the bridge,
gives hence a factor of 3.5 (or 5.4 dB) smaller than the actual power available at the mixer.
Two other experiments using similar LO systems and two different bolometers give similar results: For
device M5 B4, presented already in the left panel of Fig, 3 we find, at an LO output power of 1.1 MW at
1.524 Thz (using the same JPL LO source), a power at the mixer lens ("1" in Fig. 4) of 700 nW, and 400
nW at the HEB itself ("2" in Fig. 4). The isothermal technique gives in this case 125 nW, hence there is a
factor 3.3 between the real LO power need and the isothermal technique. For device M6 K2 (presented in
the right panel of Fig. 3) we perform an identical experiment using a phased locked Gunn oscillator with a
x6 multiplier chain at 673 GHz. The antenna response at this frequency is reduced by a factor 2 when
compared to the center frequency of 1.6 Thz. This is shown at the insert of Fig.3. We measure the LO
power need for an IV curve that requires 45 nW according to the isothermal technique, corresponding to an
slightly overpumped operation, because at the optimal operating point 30 nW is required according to the
isothermal technique (see Fig.3). We find a real LO power available at the mixer lens of 240 riW and 140
nW at the mixer, a factor 3.1 with the isothermal technique. The factor of 2 due to the reduced antenna
response is included in the LO power quoted [19]. At the optimal pumping we estimate therefore that
roughly 2/3 of 240 nW is needed, i.e. 160 nW.
From these three measurements we can conclude that the smallest volume HEB mixers need about 0.16
laW of LO power. Hence they are suitable for Space based applications or remote systems. It is also clear
that the isothermal technique gives a large underestimate of the real LO power needed to pump the mixer.
At the mixer level the difference is a factor 3-3.5. If the isothermal technique is used to estimate the LO
power at the mixer lens needed to pump the mixers the difference is a factor of 5-5.5. Moreover the
difference between the real LO power needs and isothermal technique seems to be roughly constant,
contrasting findings by other groups presented in these proceedings [18]. Again, this might be related to the
better reproducibility of the contact structure in our HEB mixers.
5: Stability
Until now, most HEB mixer development has focused on the area of improving device sensitivity,
increasing IF bandwidth and gaining a better theoretical understanding of the device workings. However,
before a phonon cooled HEB mixer can be integrated into a receiver system in a telescope suitable for
astronomical observations, it is important to have an understanding of the fundamental stability limitations
of the mixer. This is particularly important because telescope system noise temperatures are likely to be
high. This in turn makes efficient integration of the noise of utmost importance. If the noise in the receiver
system is completely uncorrelated, the noise integrates down with the square root of time, according to the
radiometer equation [2O]:
cr(t)=<x(t)>.(Bw.t)-1/2

(1)

with a the signal variance, <x(t)> the time average of the signal, Bw the signal bandwidth and T the
integration time. However, in practice the noise from a receiver such as a HEB or SIS mixer appears to be
a combination of three terms: 1/f electronic noise, low frequency drift and uncorrelated (white) noise.
Hence there is an optimum integration time, known as the "Allan" time (T A ), after which observing
efficiency is lost. Experimentally a measurement of the "Allan Variance", defined as G . A(02 ---- /2 (3. (0 2 is a
powerful tool to discriminate between the various noise terms in a real receiver. From a mathematical
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analysis it can be shown that for a noise spectrum that contains drift noise, 1/f noise and white noise that
the Allan variance is given by
(2)

GA( ) a + bit + c
t

=

t

For short integration times, the second term in the above Equation dominates and the Allan variance
decreases as t 1 /2 , as expected from the radiometer equation (1). For longer integration times, the drift will
dominate as shown by the term at In that case, the variance starts to increase with a slope f which is
experimentally found to be between 1 and 2. On certain occasions, it is observed that the variance plateaus
at some constant level. This is attributed to the constant factor and is representative of flicker or 1/f noise in
the electronics. Plotting cv A (t ) on a log log plot demonstrates the usefulness of this approach in analyzing
the radiometer noise statistics. For reference Eq.1 has been drawn in Fig. 5. This represents the
uncorrelated (white) noise part of the spectrum. The minimum in the plot gives the "Allan" time (T A), the
crossover from white noise to 1/f or drift noise. For the sake of optimum integration efficiency, one is
advised to keep the integration time well below the system's Allan" time
We present in Fig. 5 a measurement of the Allan Variance of device M6 K2. The noise performance and
antenna response of this device has been discussed in Section 3 (see Fig.3), the LO power need of this
device has been discussed in Section 4. The setup used to measure the Allan Variance is essentially the
same as the one used to measure the LO power for this device. We use a phase locked Gunn oscillator, and
x6 multiplier chain with a total output power of 70 11W at a frequency of 673 GHz as the LO. We have
measured the double sideband receiver noise temperature at 673 Ghz with the exact same setup to be 1100
K, indicating that the mixer still has a reasonable sensitivity at the frequency in which the Allan variance is
taken. The IF signal from the HEB passes through a thermally anchored Bias T, a 1-2 Ghz isolator and a 12 GHz Berkshire low noise amplifier (based on a GaAs HEMT), all thermally anchored to the 4.2 K plate
of a Infrared liquid He Dewar. The signal is further amplified at room temperature using a commercial
Miteq amplifier, filtered around 1.4 Ghz in an 80 MHz bandwidth and is attenuated by a tunable attenuator
to keep the power at the input of the power meter constant. The amplified signal is measured at 200 Hz
using an Agilent E4418 B power meter. A computer program is used to calculate 6Ai<X(t)> from this data.
In Fig. 5 we plot, in the right panel, the normalized Allan Variance CTAi<X(0> for several bias points along
the optimally pumped IV curve (see Fig. 3) and, in the left panel at the optimum DC Voltage Bias for
different pumping levels. At the optimal Bias point, V=0.8 mV, we obtain an Allan time of roughly 0.5 sec
in the 80 MHz bandwidth. As sown in the figure, the Allan time increases slowly with increasing DC bias.
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Fig. 4: Measurement setup to measure the real LO power need of a HEB mixer. The inset shows the two relevant
points where the LO power is evaluated: "2" refers to the position of the HER mixer itself within the antenna.
This is the point of reference when the LO power can be estimated using the isothermal technique. "1°' refers to
the front of the mixer lens, usually the reference point for the integration of a complete receiver system. o-
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Saturating the device with either DC power or RF power yields an Allan variance that integrates down
exactly along the radiometer equation. Hence it is clear that we are not limited by electrical noise sources
in the system. However, noise in the LO source cannot be excluded directly. But given the fact that we use
a phase locked LO system and given the observed clear bias dependence of the variance we believe that
there is no direct indication of excess noise in the LO system. This finding is furthermore confirmed by the
fact that another measurement of the Allan Variance on another device using another LO system essentially
gives the same stability [21]. From the data presented in this paper and in ref [21] we can conclude that the
present day HEB mixers cannot be used for on the fly mapping or continuum observations. However, for
spectroscopic observations in a 1 Mhz bandwidth or smaller the stability is sufficient. This is because we
have a relation TA -r3w . , with 1/2<a<1 [20]. Hence, at 1 MHz bandwidth the Allan time is to be
expected to be of the order of 5 — 50 sec, allowing a chopping frequency of about I Hz.
6: Conclusions

Past results on large volume HEB mixers (0.4x4 pm) coupled with spiral antennas have indicated that a
novel contact structure improves the sensitivity and bandwidth of HEB mixers. We have used this contact
structure to fabricate smaller volume HEB mixers coupled with twin slot antennas. We observe a double
sideband receiver noise temperature of 900 and 950 K at 1.63 Thz and 1.89 Thz respectively. The
measurements on a large set of devices made in several different batches indicate a good reproducibility of
the performance. They also show negligible dependence of the receiver noise temperature on the device
volume. The real local oscillator power required to pump the HEBm's, evaluated at the level of the mixer
itself, is found to be about 3-3.5 larger than estimated using the isothermal technique. This difference
increases to a factor of 5-5.5 when the LO power is evaluated in front of the mixer lens. We find that the
LO power of —0.2 iW is required at the mixer lens to optimally pump the smallest HEB mixers. . The
stability of the HEB mixers has been evaluated using a measurement of the Allan. The Allan time is found
to be 0.5 sec. in an 80 MHz bandwidth. For real spectroscopic applications in a 1 Mhz bandwidth the
stability is sufficient for integration times up to about 1 sec.
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